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NOTATION

Dimensions

ABL ~ Area of ram bow in longitudinal planeL2

ATL Section area of transom below DWLL

AX Maximum section areaL2

B Maximum beam of shipL2
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C F Frictional resistance coefficient R RF/(l/20SV)

C Dynamic pressure coefficient - -2gh/V 2

CRRsdayrssacPofiin ~l2s 2

2C Totidal resistance coefficient RR/(/2pSV

2

CwWavemaking resistance coefficient =RW/(l/2pSV 2

C Maximum transverse section area coefficient -A /BTX x

F nFroude number = V/ (gL)l/

FB/L Longitudinal center of buoyancy from FP divided by length
of ship

fB Area coefficient of ram bow AB/LTBL ABL
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Dimensions

f Sectional area coefficient for a transom stern =A/A x

T 2

g Acceleration due to gravity L/T

h Depth L
&N

iB Buttock slope at 1/4 B at station L/20 from theB T
aft end of the DWL (measured in degrees)

iE Half angle of entrance (measured in degrees)

,iR Half angle of run (measured in degrees)

2R

L Length of ship L

RF Frictional resistance LM/T

R Residuary resistance RT - R LM/T2

RT Total resistance LM/T2

Wavemaking resistance LM/T2

2S Wetted surface L

Froude's wetted surface coefficient = S2/3

T Draft L

TA Draft at AP L
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ABSTRACT

A series of experiments was conducted on a model of a
typical transom stern destroyer hull in order to obtain a
detailed set of measurements of flow characteristics around

' such a hull. Measurements included total drag, wave drag,
sinkage and trim, pressure, and wave elevation bcth along-

4 :f side the hull and behind the transom. Predictions of these
characteristics were made using two free surface potential

. flow computer programs, and were compared to the measure-
ments. The correlation between predictions and experimental
measurements was generally satisfactory, indicating that
such computer programs may be useful tools in future
investigations of the properties of transom stern flow.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This work was performed under the General Hydromechanics Research Program,

sponsored by the Naval Sea Systems Command and administered by the David W. Taylor

Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC). The DTNSRDC Work Unit number

was 1524-705.

INTRODUCTION

Transom sterns have been used for many years on displacement vessels with

relatively high design speeds. It has been found empirically that an immersed

transom generally had higher resistance than an equivalent conventional cruiser stern

at low speeds, while this trend reversed as speed increased, so that a transom stern

hull showed favorable resistance characteristics at high speeds (typically for Froude

numbers (Fn) greater than approximately 0.3). A qualitative explanation for this

behavior is that, at low speeds, the sharp corner of the transom provides a point of

flow separation resulting in low pressure on the transom and a drag penalty. At

high speeds, the flow breaks cleanly from the transom corner and the depression in

the free surface behind the transom acts as a fictitious extended afterbody. This

fictitious afterbody increases the effective hull length for generating wave drag and

thus reduces the effective Froude number, but without any frictional dr,.g penalty for

this extended length.

~jiThus, a transom stern represents a trade-off in resistance at low and high

speeds. The choice of afterbody shape is further complicated by other hydrodynamic

ISi.
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considerations besides resistance, such as propulsivr efficiency, vibrations, and

seakeeping. It must also be recognized that, as a practical matter, hull design

decisions will also be driven by Pon-hydrodynamic considerations. In the case of

stern shape, a transom stern will generally result in increased waterline and deck

areas, and internal volume, when compared to a cruiser stern. All of these para-

meters may have a significant impact on the overall ship design.

It order to make trade-offs in a ship design, it is important for the designer

to be able to estimate the calm water resistance. For transom sterns in particular,

the effect of various stern shape parameters on resistance should be understood, in

order that parametric changes in hull design can include reasonable estimates of the

resulting changes in resistance. Unfortunately, the guidance available for estimating

the resistance of a transom stern hull is quite limited. Much of the published

information on this type of hull is in the form of systematic series model test

results. Results of the most extensive series investigations are given by Marwood
1* 2 3 4

and Silverleaf, Yeh, Lindgren and Williams, and Bailey. These series generally

are concerned with hull forms designed for very high speed operation (Fn greater than

1.0 typically), such as patrol craft. Furthermore, because of practical li.its on

the number of hulls which can be built and tested in a series, these series results

include systematic variation of only a few overall hull geometric parameters such as

block coefficient, displacement-length ratio, and length-beam ratio. Transom

geometry details were generally fixed in each series by the selection of a parent

hull form, and the transoms of these series were generally quite large because of

the very high design speeds. As a result, a large penalty in resistance would be

suffered by these hulls at low speed, compared to a conventional hull form, and they

are not suitable for ships designed to run at intermediate speeds such as destroyers

or cruisers.

Large displacement ships such as destroyers or cruisers often have an opera-

tional envelope which requires them to operate efficiently at both a ma'.imum speed

based on installed power and a cruising speed which is significantly lower. These

speeds may lie on either side of the transition region where a transom stern changes

from favorable to unfavorable when compared to a more conventional stern. That is,

the resistance of a transom stern hull may be somewhat higher than that of a

*A complete listing of references is given on page 41.
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conventional hull at cruising speed, while the opposite may be true at maximum design

speed. Therefore, accurate information on the resistance of transom stern hulls in

an intermediate speed range (typically 0.25<F <0.50) is necessary in order ton

determine if a transom stern is desirable for a particular design and, if so, what

the details of the transom geometry should be to minimize resistance.

Published experimental information for transom stern hulls in this intermediate
5

speed range is even more limited than for the very high speed range. St. Denis has

presented some general design guidelines for transom sterns, based on a series of
6destroyer model tests. Saunders also provides some general design guidance, appar-

ently based on empirical results. A systematic series of ten high speed merchant

hulls with transom sterns is reported by Van Mater et al., but again transom

geometry was held fixed throughout the series. Experimental data on transom stern

hulls have also been published by Breslin and Eng 8 and Michelsen et al.,9 but these
were concerned with only two or three hull forms, and provide little direct informa-

tion on the effect of transom shape on resistance.

Analytical work directed specifically at transom stern hull drag is also quite

limited, and has been concerned only with the wavemaking (potential flow) component

of resistance. Yim1 0'1 1 has represented a transom stern as a transverse line singu-

larity and combined this with a slender body wave drag theory to estimate some
12

low-drag hull forms. Baba and Miyazawa have represented the transom by a

rectangular pressure distribution at the stern. Their results indicated that a

tunnel-shaped afterbody and transom would have low drag, which was confirmed

experimentally. Recently Vanden-Broeck 13 and Haussling14 have studied the two-

dimensional potential flow behind transom sterns, satisfying the exact free-surface

boundary conditions.

Several three-dimensional potential flow computer programs have been developed
15 16over the last several years by Chang and Pien and Dawson. These programs solve

for the three-dimensional potential flow about a hull, without any geometrical

assumption of slenderness, using source-distribution and panel techniques. Recently
17 18

in the workshop on Ship Wave Resistance Computations, both Dawson and Chang made
computations with their programs for the R/V ATHENA, a high-speed transom stern hull.

These calculations showed encouraging comparison to model test results. In additiou,

3



two important points were brought out in this workshop. Dawson stressed the impor-

itance of sinkage and trim calculations, and their effect on wave drag of a hull which

is free to trim. Chang furthermore pointed out that a considerable amount of thei i residuary drag coefficient was due simply to the hydrostatic term in Bernoulli's o

I equation, which was nonzero when the transom was dry. This hydrostatic imbalance

increases at high speed when a hull is free to, trim down at the stern, and Chang

I hypothesized that this change in hydrostatic drag was the main cause of increased

residual drag when a hull was a.lowed to trim.

The availability of these three-dimensional ianel methods, including their

apparent applicability to transom stern hulls, suggested that a combined analytical
and experimental approach be pursued toward understanding the hydrodynamics of

transom sterns. Because systematic model tests are very expensive, a logical alter-

native would be to perform a wide range of systematic parametric variations numeri-
cally, using these computer programs, rather than building and testing physical

models in the towing tank. However, before this could be attempted with confidence,
further correlation between the predictions from these programs and model test

results was needed. The purpose of this report is to provide one such correlation

for a single, typical transom stern hull. The experiments were designed to obtain

detailed measurements, not just of drag, but of various other details of the flow

both on the hull and in its vicinity. The detailed comparison between theory and

measurement will provide an indication of the applicability of these programs, and

of their limitations and areas for improvement.

ANALYTICAL PREDICTION METHODS

The computational methods used for predicting flow around a transom stern hull

will be briefly described here. More detailed descriptions are provided by

Dawson 1 6,17 and Chang. 15 '18  Both programs have several points in common. Both

consider the potential flow component only, and both solve for the potential by

employing Green's theorem. This allows one to express the potential in terms of
surface integrals of singularities on the fluid boundaries, which leads to an

integral equation which must be solved for the singularity densities. Once the

densities are known, the complete solution including potential, velocities, and

4
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pressures is easily found. Integration of the pressures results in an axial force

(the drag) plus a vertical force and pitch moment which cause a floating hull to

change its trim. Other forces and moments are zero due to symmetry of the hull. The

actual calculations are carried out by discretizing the integral, equation by dividing
boundary surfaces into discrete, flat quadrilateral panels and by assuming that the

unknown source density is constant on each panel. The integral equation is thus

replaced by a series of simultaneous algebraic equations, which can be put in matrix

form. The solution is then obtained by reduction or inversion of the matrix

equations.

Although both Chang's and Dawson's programs iave these similarities, there is
1 one fundamental difference between them. The fundamental singularity used in Chang's

program is the Kelvin source. This has the fundamental singular behavior of a three-

dimensional point source, and in addition contains terms such that the source

satisfies the free surface boundary condition, the radiation condition at infinity,

and the zero-normal-velocity condition on the bottom of the fluid domain. As a

result, the boundary integration required by Green's Theorem must be carried out

only on the surface of the hull. Dawson's program (XYZFS) approaches the problem

in a somewhat different way. First the hull shape is combined with its image

(reflected about the free surface) to form a double body, and the potential flow for

this case solved in an infinite fluid with no free surface. The free surface condi-

tion, linearized in terms of the double body solution, is then introduced on the

undisturbed free surface (the plane of symmetry of the double body). In order to

satisfy this condition, additional panels must be introduced on the undisturbed free

surface, and a new set of source densities solved which satisfy the hull surface and

I free surface boundary conditions simultaneously.

Another difference between the two computer programs is that the XYZFS iter-

atively redefines the panels describing the hull shape, based on the calculations of

sinkage and trim. Thus, if the bow rises and the stern sinks at high speed, some

panels near the bow may be deleted, while additional panels near the waterline at

the stern may be added.

Other differences between the two programs may be considered as by-products of

the particular techniques or choice of output details and format, rather than

5____
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fundamental differences in the theory. For instance, since panels are distributed on

i the free surface near the hull in the XYZFS program, wave elevations are calculated

i almost automatically. These are not included in the output of Chang's program
It

although presumably it would be a straightforward matter to include this.
One final and perhaps significant difference between the two programs is also a

result of the different techniques. The XYZFS program involves solving a relatively
larger number (because of the free surface panels) of algebraic equations in which

the coefficients are relatively simple to compute because only simple Rankine sources

are used. On the other hand, Chang's program requires solving a relatively smaller
number of equations (panels only on the hull surface) but each coefficient is consid-
erably more time comsuMnng to compute, because of the free surface terms in the

Havelock source. To some extent. these effects cancel so that the computing costs of
the two programs are roughly similar. However, the memory storage requirements can

be grossly different. For example, the surface of the hull used as a test case in

this report was divided into approximately two hundred panels for both programs

(although the panels were not exactly the same in both programs), but the free surface

was divided into approximately three hundred more panels in the XYZFS program. Thus,

the matrix of coefficients in Chang's program would require storage for approximately
(200) . 40,000 coefficients, while the matrix in the XYZFS program would require

storage for approximately (200+300)2 = 250,000 coefficients. This large a number

can tax the available memory of even the largest computer available today. If an
unusual hull form, such as one with a large bulbous bow, were to be paneled, computer

memory size may become a limiting factor for the XYZFS program.

The spatial resolution of the hull and free surface, as defined by the number

and size of panels, also has an effect on the range of Froude numbers for which it

is feasible to calculate wave drag. The lower limit of speed is affected by the

requirement to have small enough panels to resolve the wavelength of the free wave
generated by the hull. In the present case, no wave drag predictions were made below

a Froude number of 0.31. Conversely, the highest speed to be calculated may, in the

case of the XYZFS program, require large numbers or sizes of panels defining the free

surface. The final set of five Froude numbers at which calculations (and experimental

measurements) were made was Fn = 0.31, 0.34, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50. This choice was based

on prior knowledge of the shape of the residuary resirtance cur;-, for this hull and

of general operating speed range for this type hull.

6



EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The hull model chosen for the experiments (Model 5322) has proportions which are

typical of those of a modern naval surface combatant ship. An abbreviated lines plan

is shown in Figure 1, and the principal characteristics of the hull form are pre-

sented in Table 1. The model length between perpendiculars is 5.99 m. A trip wire

of 0.024-in. diameter (0.6 mm) was installed parallel to the stem line at station 1,

and 1/8-in. (3 Lam) outside diameter tubes were flush mounted at various locations on

the afterbody to measure pressures on the bottom. The model was instrumented to

measure total drag both mechanically, using a standard floating girder and pan weight

balance, and electronically, using a modular force block. Electronic trim gages were

installed to measure change of level (trim) at stations 0 and 20. All experiments

were performed with a bare hull (no appendages).

The pressure taps in the hull were connected through flexible tubing to a

multiple valve and manifold system mounted on the towing carriage. This system per-

mitted each pressure line to be sequentially purged with air and measured by a single

electronic pressure transducer, eliminating problems associated with calibrating many

different transducers. A detailed description of this system is provided by

Troesch et al.
1 9

Wave profiles on the side of the hull were recorded by marking the elevation at

each station, and wave elevations behind the transom were recorded both photograph-

ically and by measuring with a contact gage at several stations behind the transom.

The wave elevation along a longitudinal cut at a point equal to two and one-half

model beams off centerline was also recorded, using a resistance-wire type wave probe

attached to a boom mounted to the side of the basin. This longitudinal wave cut was

used to obtain an estimate of the wavemaking component of the drag, using the
Sra20  21

analysis method described by Sharma and Reed.

The electronic measurements of drag, trim and pressure were recorded digitally

and processed by an Interdata computer system mounted on board the towing carriage.

A second similar computer system was used to record the longitudinaL wave-cut data.

The results of the experiments are presented and compared to the analytical

predictions of Dawson and Chang in Figures 2 through 21.

?7



It should be noted that the analytical predictions have been made using a dis-

cretization technique which assumes that the various hydrodynamic quantities are

constant on each panel. Therefore, small spatial variations cannot be predicted if

they occur over distances smaller than the local panel dimension. When the location

of an experimental measurement did not coincide with the centroid of a panel, the

measurement was compared to the predicted value at the nearest centroid, or, in some

cases, a linear interpolation between the two nearest centroids. Also, for clarity

in presentation, all experimental values are shown as discrete point symbols while

all predictions are shown as continuous lines drawn through the predicted values at

the center of the panels. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that the

predictions, as well as the measurements, are actually discrete points.

Because of the important connection between running trim and drag for high-
speed ships, as pointed out by Dawson17 and Chang, two complete sets of experi-

mental data were obtained. The first was with the model locked to the carriage so

that no trim occurred at any speed. The second was with the model mounted to

counterbalanced pivots so that it was free to trim under the action of the

hydrodynamic force and moment generated by its forward speed.

RESULTS

DRAG

The results of the drag measurements and predictions for the two conditions of

trim are presented in Figures 2 and 3. All results are shown as nondimensional drag

Liefficients as a function of length Froude number (Fn). Experimental values are

shown for both residual (CR) and wave (CW) drag coefficients, although predictions

are available only for the wave drag coefficient. Total drag was measured at a large

number of speeds in order to accurately define the shape of the resistance coeffi-

cient. The measurement of drag with the floating girder, when corrected for the air

drag of the girder and supporting struts, was found to agree closely with the I
measurement from the force block. The residuary drag coefficient was calculated from

the total drag coefficient using the 1957 ITTC model-ship correlation line. The

parasitic drag of the trip wire was calculated with an assumed drag coefficient of

0.6 (based on the frontal area of the trip) and the residaary resistance coefficient

cuirves shown in Figures 2 and 3 have L._en corrected for this parasitic drag.

8



Experimental values of wave drag coefficient, as determined from analysis of the

longitudinal wave cut data, are shown for 0.20 < F < 0.50, although predictions were
= n=

made only for Fn > 0.31 f3r the reasons mentioned previously. As can be seen, the

wave drag coefficient is roughly parallel to the residuary coefficient, and the pre-

dicted values of C1W generally agree well with the measured values. The CR curve for

the free-to-trim condition is significantly greater than the CR in the zero trim

condition at all speeds, with the difference between them increasing at high speeds.

At a Froude number of 0.50, the highest test speed, the CR in the free-to-trim condi-

tion was 36 percent greater than the corresponding value without trim. The data for

wave drag are generally closer for the two trim conditions at low speeds, while for

a Froude number of 0.40 or greater, the curves for the two conditions deviate in

a way similar to the CR curves. The most obvious deviation from the trends discussed

above is at the highest speeds with the 1--.i free to trim. Here, the difference

between the measured CR and CW curves is noticeably greater than at lower speeds, and

the predicted values of CW are lower than the measured values.

Figure 4 presents a "worm curve" showing the ratio of the total resistance of

this transom stern hull (free to sink and trim) to that of a Taylor Standard Series
hull having the same overall hull proportions. This illustrates the usual trend for

such a hull. That is, it has inferior drag at low speeds (RTRTaylor>1.0), roughly
<0 40) ad Taylror a thge

comparable drag at intermediate speeds (0.30<Fn <0.40) and superior drag at higher

speeds. This trend is expected to be exaggerated for a full-scale ship, where the

frictional drag penalty caused by the inzre.,ed wetted surface of a wide transom

stern will be relatively less, because of the reduced frictional coefficient at high

Reynolds number.

TRIM

The change of level at bow and stern is shown in Figure for the free trim

condition. The results are nondimensionalized by hull length. The experimentally

measured values at both bow and stern show gradually decreasing (sinking) values up

to F = 0.34, indicating primarily a level sinkage with little trim from bow to
n

stern. As speed is increased beyond this point, the bow begins to rise while the

stern sinks at an increasing rate. The measured stern sinkage at F - 0.50 is so
n

9
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A
great that the draft of the transom is approximately five times its static draft.

The predicted change of level at the stern generally shows satisfactory agreement

with the measured values. The change of level at the bow predicted by the XYZFS

program does not agree so well with the measurements, while the predictions from the

Chang program are in better agreement except near the highest Froude numbers.

The data in Figure 5 may help to explain some of the trends in the C and C.

curves shown in Figures 2 and 3. For instance, the CR curve is greater in the frpe

trim condition than in the zero trim condition, even at low speeds where wavemaking

drag is small. This apparent increase in residuary resistance may actually be

frictional resistance of the increased wetted surface associated with the level sink-

age shown in Figure 5. Also, the change in both CR and C when the hull is allowed
to trim at high bpeed appears to be directly related to the increased hydrostatic

drag of the trimmed transom, as hypothesized by Chang.18

PRESSURE

The results of the pressure measurements, and predictions from the XYZFS program,

in the fixed and free trim conditions are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

The results are shown for five Froude numbers and at two transverse locations:

centerline, and a line parallel to the centerline but offset a distance equal to

two-tenths of the maximum beam. The data are represented as nondimensional dynamic

pressure coefficient (Cp) values, defined as:

= p - pgh

P 1 2
V

where h is the static depth of a particular pressure tap (including any trim). This

is considered a reasonable assumption for the speeds in question, since the transom

was dry and the flow broke cleanly from the corner of the transom, forming a jet at

the free surface. It can be seen that the XYZFS predictions indicate very little

variation in pressure in the transverse direction. In the axial direction the Cp

is generally predicted to rise from a small negative value at station 17, rising to
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near zero around station 19, then dropping rather sharply toward the transom. This

last trend is a consequence of the fact that the pressure at the transom must be

V atmospheric. Therefore, the pressure coefficient should reach a final value,

Cp 2
V

at the transom, where h is the draft to the bottom of the transom, including any trim

effects. This limiting value of C is shown as an asterisk (*) at station 20 in

Figures 6 and 7.

The measured pressures were found to contain considerable scatter, even when

measuring hydrostatic pressure on the hull at zero speed. This is believed to be

caused partly by leakage of air in the manifold and valve system, and partly by the
very low pressure levels measured. The pressure transducer used was rated at 5 psi
(34,474 Pa) full scale in order to be compatible with the air pressure required to

purge water from the tube system. The measured pressures on the hull were generally

of the order of 0.1 psi (690 Pa) or less. Therefore, the measured pressures were

near the minimum resolving ability of the pressure measurement system, resulting in

a large amount of scatter. In view of the limited accuracy of the pressure

measurements, it can be said that the predicted and measured pressures are in general

agreement, and both follow the proper trend as the transom is approached. The

largest difference between the predicted and measured pressures is at the highest

speeds in the free trim condition, where there is a considerable discrepancv from

V. station 18 to station 19 1/2.

WAVE PROFILES
~Figures 8 and 9 show comparisons of predicted and measured wave profiles along

the side of the hull for the zero and free trim conditions, respectively. Predicted

Y"', values from the XYZFS program are presented for all five Froude numbers at both zero

(fixed) and free trim conditions. Predictions from the Chang program are available

for four of the Froude numbers at the zero trim condition. The elevations are pre-

sented relative to the calm water free surface level, and are nondimensionalized b

hull length.

; 11
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For the zero trim case shown in Figure 8, the magnitude and shape of the

predicted curves agree well with the measured values, especially at the lower Froude

numbers. There is a kink in the XYZFS predicted bow wave profiles at all speeds

which is more pronounced at higher speeds. This is not apparent in the Chang pre-
dictions or in the experimental data, which is smoother. The predicted local wave-

length by Chang appears in Figure 8 and it seems to be off somewhat, as reflected in

the wave profile zero crossing occurring downstream cf the measured location and that

predicted by the XYZFS program. In the free-to-trim case shown in Figure 9, the

agreement is not as good. At all Froude numbers the experimental bow wave height is

higher than the predicted values. The kink in the predicted bow wave profile is

still apparent on the free trim plots. At the stern, the experimental values agree

fairly well with the XYZFS predicted values except at Froude numbers of 0.45 and 0.50

where the predicted results were far off scale from station 19 aft. At F = 0.45
n

and more so at F = 0.50, the XYZFS predicted results are not as smooth as the
N2! n

experimental results along the length of the entire model.

STERN WAVE ELEVATIONS

Figures 10 through 14 show the measured and predicted wave elevations aft of the

hull for the zero trim condition at five Froude numbers, while the free trim condi-

tion is presented in Figures 15 through 19. The axial locations at which measure-

ments were made have been defined in terms of the same station numbering system used

for the hull. For example, the first measurement location behind the transom was at

station 20 1/2, which is one-fortieth of the hull length behind the transom. The

experimental measurements are plotted at each place where the data were taken, where-

as the theoretical predictions were interpolated to correspond to the stations at

which the experimental data were taken. Those theoretical values were then faired

in a smooth curve as is shown in the figures.

For the fixed trim cases the agreement is fairly good between experimental and

theoretical values. The theoretical predictions form a much smoother line than the

experimental data, in most cases, smoothing out the humps and hollows of the measured

results. The order of magnitude of the experimental results is the same as the

predictions.

12



In the free trim cases of Froude numbers 0.31 and 0.34 shown in Figures 15 and

16, the agreement at all stations is as good as in the fixed trim cases. However,

at the Froude number of 0.40, shown in Figure 17, the agreement is not as good.

Close to the centerline at station 20 1/2 the predicted results show a slight

oscillation, and at stations 22 1/2 and 23 1/2 a larger discrepancy appears espec-

ially directly behind the transom.

In the free trim cases of Froude numbers 0.45 and 0.50, shown in Figures 18 and

19, the scale of the graphs is expanded in order to fit both sets of results on the

same graph. There are order of magnitude differences between the theoretical

predictions and the experimental results, with the worse discrepancies being at

stations 20 1/2 and 21 1/2 where even the shapes of the curves are very different.

The shape of the free surface near the transom was also recorded photograph-

ically. The results are shown in Figures 20 and 21. The photographs show the flow

pattern starting at a Froude number of 0.20 in order to illustrate the qualitative

variation as the speed is increased through the range where the transom becomes dry.

In the fixed zero trim condition (Figure 20) at Froude number of 0.20 and 0.24, the

transom is wetted and the flow directly behind it is a highly irregular, separated

flow. At a Froude number of 0.26, the transom is dry, and there is a broad,

crescent-shaped breaking wave front directly behind it. At higher speeds, this

breaking front is swept aft over the crest of a pyramid-shaped wave crest which

becomes prominent at a Froude number of 0.34 and above. As F = 0.50 is approached,
n

the wave crest behind the transom moves aft and is elongated, and the breaking wave

front is swept back into a V-shaped spray sheet (often referred to as a "rooster-

tail" wake). For the free-to-trim case (Figure 21), the behavior near F = 0.26 is
n

nearly identical, since very little change in level has occurred at the transom at

that speed (see Figure 5). The behavior of the free surface at higher speeds is
also qualitatively similar to the zero trim case, with the exception that the large

T trim developed results in a deep trough with nearly vertical transverse slope

directly behind the transom.
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DISCUSSION

Th measurements of wave drag (as determined by wave-cut analysis), wave eleva-

tions and pressures on the hull, when fixed at zero trim, indicate that both poten-

tial flow computer programs give reasonable predictions for this condition. The

XYZFS program produces more detailed output, and therefore a more detailed correla-

tion is possible. The XYZFS program also produces an accurate prediction of trim at

I the transom at high speeds, while Chang's program somewhat underpredicts this trim.

The predictions of wave drag when the hull is free to sink and trim, whether done by

the iterative repaneling scheme of the XYZFS program or simply by the increased

hydrostatic drag hypothesized by Chang, are quite similar. However, both programs

underpredict the wave drag at high speed in the free trim condition. Furthermore,

details of the flow predicted by the XYZFS for the high-speed, free trim condition

are noticeably different from the measured values. Predicted wave elevations along

the side of the hull tend to oscillate and then diverge as the transom is approached

at Fn = 0.45 and 0.50, and predicted wave elevations behind the transom also do not

agree well with the measurements. It is possible that these problems are caused by

an inadequate spatial resolution (panels too large) near the transom. Spatial

resolution may also have a bearing on the predicted kink in the bow wave profile,

which was not substantiated in the experiments, and certainly must be increased if

predictions are to be made for Froude numbers lower than those considered in this

report. Another probable source of difficulty in calculating the flow at high speed

(particularly with free trim) is that the actual flow is in the form of a deep cavity

behind the transom, with nearly vertical slopes in some places, and this cannot be

expected to satisfy a linearized free surface boundary condition.

The measured residuary drag coefficient (CR) is considerably higher than the

wave drag coefficient (C W ) over the entire speed range covered in the experiments,

for both zero trim and free trim conditions. The difference between C and C also
R W

increases at higher speeds. Because frictional resistance is normally estimated

with the static wetted surface, a calculation was made of the increased frictional

resistance expected due to the dynamic wetted surface (a combination of wave profile

and trim effects). This calculation indicated that the dynamic wetted surface effect

could account for must of the increasing difference between CR and C at higher

speeds. However, it appears that a substantial form drag component still exists

14



which cannot be accounted for by either free surface potential flow or flat plate

friction calculations. Breaking waves were observed at both the bow and stern in

the experiments, and in addition a considerable amount of spray was generated,

particularly in the free trim condition. Also, at lower speeds there was obvi.ously

a separated flow ragion behind the transom. It is difficult to quantify these

effects, but each may be the source of the form drag in different speed ranges.

The potential flow calculations were made only in the range 0.31 < F < 0.50,
n=

and the transom was observed to be dry over this entire speed range. The transom was

observed to become dry at a Froude number of 0.26. Calculations at this speed would

probably require an increased number of panels. However, neither computer program

has a capability of predicting the speed at which the transition from a wetted to a

dry transom occurs, since this phenomenon appears to be a complicated interaction

between viscous and nonl~near free surface effects. This transition speed corresponds

to a Froude number, based on transom centerline draft, of 4.14, which agrees with the

value recommended by Saunders 6 for determining transom depth. This Froude number is

considerably higher than the value of 2.23 predicted by Vanden-Broeck
13 End

Haussling14 as the minimum depth Froude number at which steady state waves can exist

behind a two-dimensional transom. However, it is important to note that at a Froude

number of 0.26, where the transom becomes dry, the drag of this hull is still

considerably higher than an equivalent Taylor Standard Series hull, and the favorable

drag associated with a transom stern is only achieved at much higher Froude numbers.

CONCLUSIONS

Free surface, source-distribution potential flow computer programs have been

found to give reasonable predictions for the wavemaking drag component of a transom

stern hull form. The importance of sinkage and trim, and the hydrostatic drag
component due to a dry transom, as pointed out by Dawson1 7 and Chang,18 has been

confirmed. However, the correlations reported here are for only one hull form, and

further correlations are recommended. Furthermore, there are several questions

regarding the accuracy of the computations at the hAighest Froude number considered

(Fn=0.50) and further investigation of the details of the numerical predictions,

particularly near the transom, is needed.

15



Methods for predicting other components of drag associated with transom flow

do not exist. The total drag of a transom stern hull may be affected by 'iscous

separation, wavebreaking and spray behind the transom. Each of these effects may

make an important contribution to the form drag (the difference between residuary and

wave drag) in some speed range. Although the speed at which the transom becomes dry

can be predicted by the depth Froude number of the transom, the transition to a dry

transom is not necessarily a guarantee that a transom stern hull will have low drag

at that speed.
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Figure 20 -Flow Near Transom, Zero Trim Condition

Figue 20 F 020 l~gue 20 F n 0.2
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Figure 20 (Continued)

Figure 20e F 0.34 Fignure 20f -F =0.40n n
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Figure 21 -Flow Near Transom, Free Trim Condition

Figure 21a -F n 0.20 Figure 21b -F n 0.24

Figure 21c -F n 0.26 Figure 21d -F n 0.31
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Figure 21 (Continued)

Figure 21e F n 0.34 Figure 21f -F n 0.40

n n
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;A TABLE 1 - HULL FORM PARAMETERS FOR MODEL 5322

A/(0.01L) - 52.370(tons/ft

L/B - 9.208

B/T - 3.155

- 7.628

- 0.627

- 0.782

-F/L - 0.515

fBL - 0.0

fT 0.055

BT/B 0.642

TA/T - 0.089

E 6.4 deg

i- 4.8 deg

i B  6.0 deg

4
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